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Abstract

Abstract
Big data is challenging conventional thinking in finance and poised
to reshape the financial industry as well as research. A distinctive
characteristic that often sets these massive data apart is that
information contained in them is abundant yet at the same time
elusive. This paradox can be exemplified by the sometimes
incompatible observations and theories for asset pricing and
portfolio selection: does the CAPM capture the cross-section
variation among asset prices, or do we need a ``factor zoo''? Are
mean-variance portfolios truly optimal, or is naive diversification the
most efficient? I will offer a statistical perspective to these debates
and argue that it is plausible that they are simply how ``elusive
signals'' in high dimensions manifest themselves and therefore
consequences of the ever-increasing investment universe.

Cryptocurrencies, a class of anonymous payment medium, have
reached a total market capitalization over 2 trillion US dollars.
Transactions of these cryptocurrencies are recorded publicly and
transparently on blockchains, faithfully keeping track of all user
activities in the cryptocurrency economy. This talk will review the
current research on knowledge discovery from the transaction
records and introduce several studies done by the presenter.
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